
The America Invents Act of 2011 Created the 
Patent Trial and Appeal Board aka The Patent Death Squad 

A Decade of Stolen Dreams 

 

Abolish The Patent Death Squad 
 
"In a world run by aristocracies, where the common man was considered of little value, America said 
anyone, from any walk of life, could own inventions he or she created and patented. That concept and 
practice was destroyed with the Patent Trial and Appeal Board."  
Randy Landreneau US Inventor President May 30, 2018 
 
“For most of the Nation’s history, an issued patent was considered a vested property right that could 
be taken from an individual only through a lawful process before a court.”  
Justice Neil Gorsuch June 21 2021 
 
"The internet giants campaigned to depress the value of patents by decreasing their reliability and 
making them easier to invalidate. They got their way with Congress in 2011 with a statute creating an 
administrative tribunal, where it would be easier to kill patents when they could not do so in the 
courts." Judge Paul Michel Nov 20, 2020 
 
"IPR (Inter Partes review) tribunals make it easier for sophisticated defendants to kill patents held by 
legitimate inventors." Popular Mechanics June 21, 2016 
 
"The Patent Trial and Appeal Board was supposed to make the system better. It hasn’t."  
Wall Street Journal June 10, 2015 
 
“There’s a tension throughout the system … you’ve got an agency with 7,000 people giving birth to 
property rights, and then you’ve got, in the same agency, 300 or so people on the back end … acting as 
death squads, kind of killing property rights.” Former Federal Circuit Judge Randall Rader Oct 2013 
 
"Strengthening our IP and patent laws prevent Big Tech from stealing others’ property."  
CNS News Aug 20, 2021 
 
"In chipping away at patent protections (read: fundamental property rights), PTAB has also degraded 
two other institutions of paramount importance to our American system of limited government - the 
Constitution’s carefully prescribed separation of powers, and due process."  
The Washington Times Nov 22, 2017 
 
"Even Chinese companies like ZTE, Huawei and TikTok are using our own patent office to steal 
technology from American inventors." Josh Malone US Inventor Policy Director Aug 16, 2021 
 
"Flying quietly below the radar the CCP has been acquiring technology [from America] without paying a 
cent toward developing it." Dr. Robert S. Spalding III USAF Brig. Gen. (Ret) Stealth War - How China 
Took Over While America's Elite Slept 


